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Resilient Design Guidelines for
Stormwater Management

TAILWATER
ELEVATIONS

Draft analysis

completed for

coastal communities

for 9 return periods.

PRECIPITATION

Draft analysis

completed for all

communities for six

return periods.

JOINT
PROBABILITY

EVENTS

Recommendations

based on Virginia

Beach Public Works

Design Standards

Manual



TAILWATER ELEVATIONS



Goals

Calculate design tailwater
elevations for individual
tidal watersheds (HUC10,
HUC12) across Hampton
Roads for 1-year to 500-
year return periods

Calculate tailwaters that
include regional sea level
rise planning scenarios

Status: DRAFT completed



Methodology

FEMA Region III

Storm Surge Study

ADCIRC grid

contains values for

10-year, 25-year,
50-year, 100-year,
and 500-year storm

surge stillwater

elevations



Methodology

Log-linear extrapolation
can be used to generate
values for more frequent
return periods (1-year, 2-
year, 3-year, 5-year)

Tailwater values calculated
for each return period
based on the 95th-

percentile for a given
geography



Results

Tailwater values calculated
for each return period
based on the 95th-

percentile for a given
geography for various
combinations of sea level
rise and storm recurrence
intervals



DESIGN STORMS



Goals

Calculate design rainfall
depths for each locality
based on Chesapeake Bay
Program/MARISA project
for 2-year to 100-year
return periods  

Status: DRAFT completed



Methodology

Analysis downscales

climate models to

calculate climate-

informed IDF curves using

"ensemble of ensembles"

for different scenarios

Change factors and IDF

curves calculated for

stations .

Change factors calculated

for counties and county

equivalents .

Return Periods

2-, 5-, 10-, 25-, 50-, and 100-

year return periods

Duration (stations only)

5-minute to 7-day

Emissions Scenarios

RCP 4.5 (Low)

RCP 8.5 (High)

Time Periods

2020-2070

2050-2100



Web Tool

https ://midatlantic-idf .rcc-
acis .org/



Web Tool

County/county-equivalent

change factors for
selected return period ,
emissions scenario ,  and
time period .

Change factors given for
the 10th ,  25th ,  50th ,  75th ,
and 90th percentiles .



Web Tool

Station Intensity-
Duration-Frequency (IDF)
curves for selected return
period ,  emissions

scenario ,  and time period .

IDF curves include Atlas 14
and projected curves plus
75% and 90% confidence

intervals



Web Tool

Station Intensity-
Duration-Frequency (IDF)
tables for selected return
period ,  emissions

scenario ,  and time period .

IDF tables include depths

in inches for various
durations for the selected
scenario and Atlas 14 



Process 

Local/regional action

Wait for state agencies 
Discussion

Applying MARISA tool to standards

Which emissions scenario?

Which time period?

Which change factors?

HRPDC draft calculations

RCP 8.5

2020-2070

50th and 75th percentiles; +20%



JOINT PROBABILITY
EVENTS



Goals

Designate combinations of
tailwater conditions and
rainfall events to serve as
design storms 

Status: In Virginia Beach
Policy



VB Standards

Joint probability pairs
include two combinations
of tidal and precipitation
values 

Development proposals
must assess both scenarios
and design for the higher
hydraulic grade line

10-Year Design Storm

10-year tide & 1-year rainfall

1-year tide & 10-year rainfall

100-Year Design Storm

100-year tide & 1-year rain

3-year tide & 100-year rain

25-Year Design Storm

25-year tide & 1-year rainfall

2-year tide & 25-year rainfall

50-Year Design Storm

50-year tide & 1-year rain

2-year tide & 50-year rain



Next Steps

Coastal Resiliency Workgroup discussion

in July/August

Present recommendation to Coastal

Resiliency Committee in September 2021

Distribute draft tailwater and rainfall

depth values to localities for review



Questions
Ben McFarlane

Senior Regional Planner

Hampton Roads PDC

bmcfarlane@hrpdcva.gov


